
Operation Desert Arrow 

Tabqa Boats 

 

 

Objective: We spotted Iranian trawlers carrying Russian equipment to an unknow resupply location in 

Tabqa. We need that equipment destroyed and we might as well sink the ships in the process. The will 

send a message to Syrian allies that they need to mind their own business. Now for the bad news, we 

don’t have a good location on the ships we just know that they are at the south end of the river.  

 

 



 

 

Threat(s): 

Route Threats: 

Waypoint Location Type Nom Lat  Long Alt 

3 Target SA-6 KUB N35.50.39 E38.28.42 1019 

 

If the previous DEAD mission has been flown this mission should be easy and you might not even need 

to worry about the SA-6 at the target location. Or maybe you will, remember hope is not a strategy! The 

enemy has been flying numerous patrols with their fighter aircraft so expect and moderate to low 

response.  



 

 

Target(s): 

# Type Lat  Long Alt 

1 Boat N35.52.39 E38.29.07 964 

2 Boat N35.52.39 E38.29.07 964 

 3 Boat N35.52.39 E38.29.07 964 

4 Boat N35.52.39 E38.29.07 964 

 

The target coordinates will get you in the general area, then you need to locate the ships and destroy 

them.  



 

Route(s): 

Waypoint Name Navy   Air Force   

1 Ingress N36.07.40 E35.54.50 N36.38.36 E36.12.32 

2 IP N36.05.50 E37.28.00 N36.05.50 E37.28.00 

3 Target N35.52.55 E35.28.58 N35.52.55 E35.28.58 

 

Supporting: 

Type Callsign Freq TACAN Type 

Tanker 
Texaco 1-
1 252 52X FB 

Tanker Arco 1-1 253 53X BSKT 

Tanker Shell 1-1 254 54X SB 

AWACS  251 N/A N/A  
 

The route packages are simplified to allow both Air Force and Naval aircraft to ingress on their own 

routes and converge at the IP (Initial Point) and press the strike location. It is recommended you tank 

before your ingress due to the distance required for this mission. Then simply use the routes in the 

reverse order to egress the target area and RTB.  

 

 


